As the technology of robotics intelligence advances, and new application areas for mobile robots increase, the need for alternative fundamental locomotion mechanisms for robots that allow them to maneuver into complex unstructured terrain becomes critical. In this research we present a novel locomotion mechanism for mobile robots inspired by the motility mechanism of certain single celled organisms such as amoebae. Whole Skin Locomotion (WSL), as we call it, works by way of an elongated toroid which turns itself inside out in a single continuous motion, effectively generating the overall motion of the cytoplasmic streaming ectoplasmic tube in amoebae.
Introduction
As the technology of robotics intelligence advances, and new application areas for mobile robots increase, the need for alternative fundamental locomotion mechanisms for robots that can enable them to maneuver into complex unstructured terrain becomes critical. Current methods of ground vehicle locomotion are based on wheels, tracks or legs, and each of these methods has its own strengths and weaknesses [1, 2, 3] . In order to move a robot into an area of complex terrain a new method of locomotion is needed. For example, to be able to find people trapped in a collapsed building, a robot would need to be able to move over, under and between rubble, and maneuver itself into tight corners. Current methods of locomotion can do some part of this, but they have only had limited success in achieving all of these capabilities [4, 5] .
In this research we present a novel locomotion mechanism for mobile robots inspired by the motility mechanism of certain single celled organisms such as amoebae (Figure 1 ). The Whole Skin Locomotion (WSL) [6] , as we call it, works by way of an elongated toroid which turns itself inside out in a single continuous motion, effectively generating the overall motion of the cytoplasmic streaming ectoplasmic tube in amoebae. The unique mobility of WSL makes this the ideal locomotion method for search-and-rescue robots that need to traverse over or under rubble [7, 8] , or for medical applications such as robotic endoscopes where a robot needs to maneuver itself into tight spaces [9, 10, 11] . The WSL is a new class of mechanism [12] that generates an everting motion from the expanding and contracting motion of actuators that, if successful, will also enable smart materials such as electroactive polymers to be used in ways not possible before, opening the door for them to be used in new and exciting applications [13, 14, 15] . 
Biologically Inspired Whole Skin Locomotion
Single celled organisms have three primary ways of locomotion; using flagella, cilia, or pseudopods [16] . A flagellum is a single tail that drives itself like that of a tadpole, and cilia are small hair-like strands that are used for swimming or crawling. A pseudopod is part of a cell that extends itself, similar to a leg (Figures 1 and 2) . Pseudopods form by a process called cytoplasmic streaming, a process in which endoplasm flows forward inside the ectoplasmic tube to protrude the pseudopod tip outward of the body [16, 17] as shown in Figure 2 . The name "Whole Skin Locomotion" comes from the fact that the entire outer surface of a robot using this locomotion mechanism is used as a surface for traction and that the entire skin is used for the actuation by cycling through contractions and expansions to generate an everting motion [6] . This is fundamentally different from the undulatory motion of snakes [7, 18, 19] or inchworms [20, 21] , as WSL works more like a three-dimensional tank tread. Since the entire skin is used for locomotion, the robot can move as long as any surface of the robot is in contact with the environment, be it the ground, walls or obstacles on the side, or the ceiling. With an elastic membrane or a mesh of links acting as its outer skin, the robot can easily squeeze between obstacles or under a collapsed ceiling and move forward using all its contact surfaces for traction (Figure 3(a) ), or even squeeze itself through holes with diameters smaller than its nominal width (Figure 3(b) ). This makes WSL the ideal locomotion method for search-and-rescue robots, medical robots [22, 23, 24] , or robots for inspecting gas pipes for corrosion and leakage [25] .
Especially for robotic endoscope applications, since the very delicate gastrointestinal tract has sharp turns and changes in diameter [9] , WSL could be used to minimize the possibility of damage to a person as it distributes the force required for movement over the largest possible area and morphs its shape to match that of the gastrointestinal tract. Some examples of robots that use the idea of distributed contact locomotion include the rolling stent endoscope [26] and a cylindrical robot with feet distributed over the surface [27, 28] . The rolling stent endoscope uses a "rolling donut" constructed from three stents positioned around the endoscope tip for intestinal locomotion, and the cylindrical robot with distributed feet performs a coordinated shoveling motion of the feet that provides forward propulsion wherever a foot is in contact with any feature in the environment. Another example is a mono-tread robot [29] that uses a steerable single continuous belt. In a sense, all of these robots share some similar characteristics with WSL; however, their topology and method of actuation are completely different.
Chapter 3

Theories of Amoeboid Motility Mechanisms
Among the many theories of amoeboid motility mechanisms proposed by biologists [16, 17, 30] , we will be applying two theories we consider the most useful to adapt and implement for the WSL actuation models. These are the tail contraction model and the frontal-zone contraction model.
In both models, the motion of the body is caused by the process of cytoplasmic streaming ( Figure 2 ). Cytoplasm is made up of gel-like ectoplasm and liquid endoplasm. The endoplasm flows forward inside the ectoplasmic tube, which acts as the outer skin. When the endoplasm reaches the front, it turns into the gel-like ectoplasm forming the pseudopodial tip in a region called the hyaline cap. The pseudopodial tip in turn forms an extension of the ectoplasmic tube, moving the organism forward. As the amoeba advances, the ectoplasmic tube turns into the liquid endoplasm at the rear, or uroid of the cell, and the process continues [16, 17] . The net effect of this ectoplasm-endoplasm transformation is the forward motion of the amoeba.
Most researchers in the field agree that the motor for the motion of the amoeba is actomyosin based. Actomyosin is a protein complex in muscle fibers composed of myosin and actin. It shortens when stimulated and causes muscle contractions in biological systems [16, 17, 31] . Exactly how the actomyosin based cytoplasmic streaming happens is still debated, and many theories exist; however, the tail contraction model and the frontal-zone contraction model are the two theories we apply to the WSL mechanism model.
Tail Contraction
The tail contraction model, first put forward by Ecker [32, 33] , is based on the observable contraction of the rear of the cell. While the amoeba is moving, the membrane around the uroid, or tail, folds up because the ectoplasm immediately under it is turning into endoplasm. The idea is that as the tail contracts, it causes a small positive pressure within the cytoplasm which would force more fluid endoplasm forward along the line of least resistance. This theory was supported by basic observations of a moving amoeba, and in experiments where particles implanted in the cytoplasm come closer together in the uroid, indicating contraction of the cytoplasm [34] . The pressure gradient caused by the contraction can be measured by having an amoeba crawl through a hole between two chambers and measuring the pressure difference [16] .
Frontal-Zone Contraction
The frontal-zone contraction model proposes to explain the mechanism by the assembly process of endoplasm into gel-like ectoplasm at the advancing tip of the pseudopod, accompanied by contraction, pulling the endoplasm forward and pushing the pseudopod tip outward. This theory was proposed after an experiment in 1960 which could not be explained by the tail contraction model [30] . In this experiment, the membrane of an amoeba is broken by taking an amoeba in a glass capillary, and then breaking the glass capillary. The cytoplasm was able to flow in multiple directions even without the contracting uroid suggesting that the tail contraction model is not the only mechanism for cytoplasmic streaming [31, 35] . Other experiments followed further showing that the pressure gradient was not the sole driving force behind amoeboid locomotion [30, 36, 37] . However, there is still no direct evidence showing either theory to be correct or incorrect, and thus the debate on the amoeboid motility mechanism continues.
Chapter 4 Models for the Whole Skin Locomotion Mechanism
Inspired by the cytoplasmic streaming motility mechanism of monopodial single cell organisms like the amoeba, we propose the WSL mechanism as an alternative locomotion strategy for mobile robots. Directly imitating the tail contraction model or the frontal-zone contraction model of the cytoplasmic streaming process is very difficult to do, if not impossible, since it would be very challenging to implement something similar to the endoplasm-ectoplasm transformation in macro scale (using electrorheological or magnetorheological fluids maybe some possible ideas for implementing this). Thus, instead of using the process of liquid-to-gel cytoplasm transformation, we plan to implement WSL using a flexible membrane skin (or a mesh of links) in the shape of a long torus. The skin of this elongated torus can then rotate in the longitudinal direction, turning itself inside out in a single continuous everting motion, effectively generating the overall motion of the cytoplasmic streaming ectoplasmic tube in amoebae ( Figure   4 ). FFT), or in the form of a novel tensegrity mechanism using two-fold closed-loop tape springs
(statically balanced tensegrity model, SBT.) The motion of the torus-shaped skin will be generated by contracting and expanding the skin itself, or by the actuation rings embedded in the skin using several different mechanisms as presented in the following section.
Rear Contractile Rings with CST
One mechanism of generating the motion of the toroid shaped skin with the CST model is to use contractile rings embedded into the skin. These rings are like the toroidal microfilament band Actomyosin Contractile Ring, located equatorially in a cell reproducing through division, which acts as a purse-string suture separating the two daughter cells in the final stages of cytokinesis. As the rings located in the rear contract in sequence as shown in Figure 4 , the tension in the rings translates to a force pulling the outer skin via surface tension to generate the forward motion.
As the contractile ring (1a) near the edge begins to contract, it pulls itself over the rounded edge of the CST, pulling the currently inactive rings behind it as shown in Figure 4 (a).
When the following contractile ring (2a) approaches the rounded edge, it begins to contract, adding to the force generated by the contraction of the first ring, as shown in Figure 4 (b). This process continues as the first rings begin to pass completely inside the tube, as shown in Figure 4 (d). The active rings will continue to pull the inactive rings, allowing for continuous motion.
This mechanism is very similar to the tail contraction model for the monopodial cytoplasmic streaming amoeba; however, instead of the liquid to gel transition, the tension in the ring is converted to the actuating force through direct interaction with the surface of the CST inside the skin. Thus, the friction between the surface of the CST and the inside surface of the toroid skin will have a significant effect on the overall efficiency of the mechanism. The cross section shape of the rear end of the CST will play an important role in determining the force transmission characteristics as well.
Frontal Expansile Rings with CST
This actuation mechanism model works in the opposite way to the method involving rear contractile rings with a CST. As the actuating rings embedded in the inner-diameter skin near the front expand in sequence, they pull the skin located inward the torus out, generating the forward motion of the body ( Figure 4 ). Since flexible members generally transfer force through tension only and not through compression, the expansile ring method may be less effective (more prone to buckling) than the contractile rings approach. Nevertheless, the expansion of the frontal rings is still necessary to not constrain the overall motion of the skin, even if they are not used for generating the force for achieving motion. Note that the frontal expansile ring mechanism is not exactly analogous to the frontal-zone contraction theory for the monopodial cytoplasmic streaming amoeba.
Wave Contractile/Expansile Rings with CST
One potential problem of the two proposed methods used with the CST model presented above is that only a small portion of the actuators are being used at a given time. To increase the usage of the actuators and the overall effectiveness of the mechanism, both of these approaches can be utilized not only in the front and rear of the body, but all over the surface of the CST by forming the tube in a wave shape on the inner and outer surfaces, such as a sinusoidal or a saw tooth wave. This would allow all of the actuating rings to drive the skin simultaneously, taking advantage of the whole surface of the robot and improving the overall effectiveness of the mechanism.
Rear Skin Contraction with FFT
Instead of using the CST inside the toroidal skin, it could be filled with liquid, which would provide certain benefits. First, this will eliminate the friction caused at the interface between the skin and the solid tube, and second, it will allow the necessary compliance for the robot to squeeze between obstacles and morph into different length and diameter shapes. This is similar to a common child's toy that is often referred to as a "water worm" or a "water wiggler."
With liquid filling the inside of the toroidal skin, the mechanism of generating the skin motion changes significantly from the proposed models using a CST. The actuating rings on the outside would compress the rear end, which would cause the liquid to flow forward, pushing out the inner skin in the front forward, generating the motion of the skin. This would be like squeezing toothpaste out of a tube, with the tube continuously reforming at the front. This approach is the closest to the tail contraction theory for the monopodial cytoplasmic streaming amoeba.
Actuation Methods and Packaging
The WSL mechanism is a new class of mechanism that converts contracting and expanding motion of a ring to a toroidal everting motion. Thus, it does not require conventional actuators such as electric motors or linear actuators. To actuate the contracting and expanding rings to generate the desired motion for the WSL mechanism, two different methods are proposed, one method for the larger-scale implementation ( Figure 5 ) and the other for the smaller-scale implementation ( Figure 6 ).
(a) WSL with pressurized expandable hoses (b) Expanded (c) Contracted benefit of this strategy is that a large displacement (strain) can be obtained easily and the actuation force can be made large since it simply depends on the pressure of the fluid in the expanding hoses. These expanding rings can be embedded into the skin of the robot as channels, making it a robust approach for generating the rotating toroidal motion. The smaller-scale method being considered uses rings of electroactive polymer (EAP) strips around the toroid to drive the motion ( Figure 6 ). EAPs are active polymeric materials in which a stress and strain can be generated by the application of voltage and current ( Figure 6 (b)) [39] . Active materials may be the ideal actuators for WSL, since the strain they are able to produce is the type of displacement needed for WSL. Though promising, the general problem of this approach is the lack of force generated by these active materials [40] . Thus, EAPs are only considered for small-scale implementations. Among the many different types of EAPs, ionomeric polymers in particular will be studied for this application. Ionomeric polymers operate through the exchange of electrons and ions between a polymer and an electrolytic solution driven by an electric field between them. Thus ionomeric polymers must remain wet for the motion to take place, which is normally a problem for most applications [41] . However, this is not a concern for the FFT model as it needs to be filled with some kind of fluid.
The unique topology and nature of the everting motion of WSL presents practical challenges in packaging such as sensor integration, power delivery to the actuators and so forth.
Since the entire outer skin rotates, attaching sensors to it becomes a problem. Moreover, packaging the power source and electronic components inside the robot becomes challenging.
We have several ideas for addressing these issues, one of them shown in Figure 7 . The cylinder located at the center of the robot with caps at both ends serves as the body for the robot which the skin everts around it. This cylinder, the "dog bone" as we call it, may house the power source and supporting components. The tapered end caps prevent the toroid skin from sliding off the cylinder and also provide the ideal location for mounting sensors such as cameras or others depending on the application. However, this work focuses on the study of actuation mechanisms for WSL. We hope this new paradigm in locomotion will inspire others to produce novel component technologies such as chemical power sources, membrane embedded micro-channels to connect the expanding and contracting hose actuator pairs, micro pumps, and other components which may be applicable to future implementations of robots that use WSL. 
Feasibility Experiments
Feasibility Experiment with Pre-Tensioned Elastic Skin
A simple experiment was conducted using a long, elastic, silicone-skin toroid filled with water to demonstrate the feasibility of the WSL mechanism. The model is constructed with a tube of elastic silicone film with the diameter of half of the tube (section AB) smaller than the other side (section BC), as shown in Figure 8 (a). The two ends of the tube (A and C) are then pulled together, and the assembly is rolled into itself and sealed to form a long toroid shaped membrane.
The membrane is then filled with water at a pressure typical of a water balloon (Figure 8 (b) ). 
Rear Skin Contraction Experiment Using Tension Cords
Another simple experiment was conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of generating the forward motion by active contractile actuation of the outer skin. The apparatus used in this experiment was a jig ( Figure 11 ) with a number of tension cords wrapped around the FFT such that when the cords are pulled, the loops will contract the outer skin to generate the necessary tension to produce the everting motion. By pulling the cords in sequence to contract the outer skin, the FFT moved forward (Figure 11 ). When all the cords are pulled in the same amount at once, the overall diameter of the toroid decreased while the overall length increased since the fluid inside the body is incompressible. This transformation into different diameters and lengths could be useful for the robot to morph into different shapes. The effect of the sequence of pulling the cords to the motion and shape change of the body will be further investigated. 
Mechanics of a Single Actuation Ring Over a CST
The WSL CST model is driven using a series of expanding and contracting rings over a solid core. A simplified quasi-static force analysis was performed on the CST type body with rear contractile rings first to gain insight into the mechanics of the simplest WSL mechanism actuation model. Figure 12 shows the free body diagram of a single contracting ring at the instant when its radius is R and when it is squeezing the skin over the CST with a distributed force of f The relationship between the tangential direction tension in the contracting actuator T R , and the distributed "squeezing" force f in the radial direction can be found by integrating f over a segment of angle θ, and summing the forces:
where the contracting distributed force f is inversely proportional to the actuating ring radius R, and proportional to the tension (T R ) it can generate. For the expanding rings, the relationship is similar to this where the expanding ring distributed force f on the outside is also inversely proportional to the actuating ring radius R, and proportional to the compression it can generate. Mechanics of CSTs with other geometries can be analyzed using these basic 4 active region types. For example, the wave contractile/expansile rings with CST model using the sinusoidal wave shape tube on the inner and outer surfaces can be analyzed with a combination of many of these 4 types of active regions all over its surface. The mechanics of the actuating rings in these four regions are investigated in the following next four sub-sections.
Region I
Region I is the active region of most interest, because active materials that can be used for this application such as EAPs and SMAs (the most likely actuator materials) primarily act in tension. Also, as will be explored in the following sub sections, actuation in other active regions (regions III and IV) by expansion of the actuator rings can experience problems with buckling.
Assuming Coulomb friction between region I of the CST and the inner surface of the membrane, with a friction coefficient µ, the free body diagram for a segment of the membrane between region I of the CST and the single contractile actuation ring is shown in Figure 14 . 
The radius of the actuating ring R(x) is a function of the position (x) of the actuation ring over the CST and will also depend on the longitudinal cross-section geometry of the CST (shown as semicircular in Figure 14) . The total output "propulsion" force of a single contracting ring over a CST is found by multiplying the longitudinal output force per unit tangential length (f R ) by the circumferential length over which it acts (2πR(x)). This leads to the following input-output relationship:
From this it can be seen that the total output "propulsion" force F of a single contracting ring over a CST is only dependent on the friction coefficient and the slope angle φ(x) of the CST at the location of the actuating ring, thus the friction and end shape of the CST will have a great effect on the force transmission characteristics and the efficiency of the mechanism, as will be shown in the following sections.
Region II
The second active region of the CST is the inner part of the rear of the body, as shown in There are three modes of operation in this region, depending on the contact state of the rings and membrane skin to the CST surface as shown in Figure 15 . The rings and the skin can both be fully in contact with the surface of the CST (Figure 15-a) , the rings can be out of contact with the body while the connecting skin segments are in contact with the surface of the CST (Figure 15-b) , or both the rings and connecting skin segments can be out of contact with the surface of the CST (Figure 15-c) , depending on the state of actuation. In this last mode of operation there will be no friction between the membrane skin and the surface of the CST thus it may be the most desirable way of operating. The free body diagram of actuating rings in the last mode of operation is shown in Figure   16 . From this it can be seen that each ring is a three-force member, with one force from the distributed squeezing force of the ring (f i ), and with one each from the tension in the membrane skin attached before (f T,i,i-1 ) and after (f T,i,i+1 ) the ring. Figure 17 shows the force vector polygon for this three force member. From the law of sines the following relationship between the three forces can be found:
where f i is the distributed squeezing force of ring i, f T,i,i-1 is the distributed tension force from ring i to ring i-1, f T,i,i+1 is the distributed tension force from ring i to ring i+1, and α i , β i and γ i are the angles between the force vectors as shown in Figure 17 . Figure 17 . The actuation ring in Region II as a three-force member.
If the connecting segments are not in contact with the body, as shown in Figure 16 , these angles can be calculated using the coordinates of the three actuation rings. material properties of the segments and ring actuators. Therefore, the angles will have to be redefined for mode 1 and 2, based on and their individual characteristics.
The position and output of a single ring will be determined not only by its position and squeezing force, but also by the position and squeezing force of the next and previous rings as well. The output force of a ring in region II will be the difference of the tension between the two connecting segments attached to it. Thus, using Equation 4, the following equation can be derived:
To convert this distributed output force to force output of the pair of rings, it must be multiplied by the average circumference of those rings (as shown in Equations 2 and 3).
If the rings are constrained to move along a circular profile α, β and γ can be put in terms of the slope angle of the actuating rings:
where φ i is the slope angle of ring i, and Δφ is the difference in slope angle between the rings.
Using this, and Equations 1 and 6, the force output of a pair of rings can be determined in terms of the slope angle:
where R max is radius of a ring at the tip of the CST, and r is the radius of the circle the rings are constrained to travel over. From this it can be seen that the mechanics in region II is much more complex, and dependent on more variables than that in region I. Here the output force is dependent on spacing of the rings, the difference in ring tension, and dimensions of the CST, not just the slope angle itself.
Region III
Region III is the area of the CST where an expanding ring pushes against the front, inner surface. This front expanding ring will generate the propulsive force in a similar way as the rings in Region I, but by pushing off the CST surface by the expansion of the ring.
It is important to note that since the actuator rings in this region are expanding, they will no longer be under tension, but under compression. Flexible actuators, such as ones that use electroactive polymers or shape memory alloys, may cause problems in buckling when put under compression. While the rings still need to expand in order to prevent interference with the motion over the body of the CST, it is unlikely that they will provide useful work to the system.
In some cases the actuators may also contract slightly from its nominal diameter to hold the membrane skin and rings away from the surface of the CST to reduce friction. This may be done if the energy loss from the friction is greater than the energy required to hold them away.
Region IV
The final active region is Region IV, the frontal expansion region. Similar to the relationship between Region I and Region III, the mechanics of this region behave as the inverse of Region II. The same caveats on actuating in Region III also apply to this region. While a ring in Region IV could potentially provide useful work input, it would also be operating in compression thus, as in Region III, there is the potential problem of buckling. Nevertheless, the actuating rings need to expand enough to prevent interference of motion over the CST surface.
Mechanical Advantage and Efficiency for Different Cross-section geometries
As was shown in Sub-section 6.1.1 the output of a ring contracting or expanding against a CST is dependent on friction and cross-section geometry. The mechanical advantage and efficiency can be used to observe the force transmission characteristics and energy loss of the mechanism over its range of motion. In this section we define mechanical advantage and efficiency for a WSL mechanism with a CST, and present a parametric study of how various parameters such as position, friction coefficient, and CST cross-section geometry affect the total output force and the total output work for a CST WSL mechanism.
The mechanical advantage is used to observe how the total force output of the mechanism changes over the ring actuator's range of motion, for a given ring actuator contracting force. For this system the mechanical advantage is defined as the ratio of the total propulsion output force F over the actuating ring tension input force T R .
Similarly, the efficiency of the system is defined as the ratio of the output work over the input work by the actuation ring.
where Δs is the distance the actuation ring travels on its path, and Δc is the change in the circumference of the actuation ring. The efficiency of the mechanism will show how much work is lost through the friction between the ring actuator and the CST surface.
Round Cross-section, Region I
In this section we observe how changing the Coulomb friction coefficient between the actuation ring and the CST affects the mechanical advantage and efficiency in region I of the WSL mechanism with a round cross-section over its range of motion. Figure 18 shows the efficiency and mechanical advantage of a WSL mechanism with a single actuation ring in region I on a semi-circular cross-section CST body (as shown in Figure 14 ) plotted against its travel path length with varying friction coefficients (from 0.01 to 1.0). there is no friction loss and all of the input force is transferred into the total output force, resulting in an efficiency of 1. At this position, the mechanical advantage also reaches its maximum value of 2π, which is the ratio between the circumference (tangential direction) and the radius (radial direction) of the circular cross section of the CST. This maximum value is the same for all friction coefficients as there are no contributions from friction at this position.
The friction coefficient has a large effect on both the mechanical advantage and efficiency of the mechanism, as can be seen in Figure 18 . The lower the friction coefficient is the faster the efficiency approaches the maximum value, and the sooner it can produce useful work.
From these two figures we can observe that a single contracting ring actuator cannot produce any useful work until its reaches a certain critical point (where the curve intersects the x-axis.) This is the point where the propulsion force from the tension in the ring actuator can start to overcome the friction force resulting from the normal component of the squeezing force. The location of this critical point varies from the beginning of the range of motion, for a very small friction coefficient, to half way along the active surface of the cross section, for the maximum coefficient of 1, as this is where the slope angle φ equals the inverse tangent of the friction coefficient.
From these observations, the optimal actuation strategy for the many actuation rings (how much tension in each actuation ring in which sequence) can be developed to maximize the output work. Also, in the design phase, insights obtained from this can be applied in deciding the distribution of the actuating rings in the membrane skin to ensure smooth motion of the mechanism, and minimize the number of actuators. Figure 19 shows the mechanical advantage and efficiency for various friction coefficients. In these plots the slope angle φ is held constant at 45°. Figure 20 shows the mechanical advantage and efficiency for various slope angles. These plots are shown without friction. From Figure 20 it can be seen that the most efficient cross-section is one with a slope angle of 90°, a vertical drop. This is the expected result, as when the slope angle is 90° all of the applied force is used for actuation. With a straight line cross-section there will be two points where Region I starts and ends.
Straight Line
At these points there may be a need for a rounded region of the cross-section for a smooth motion of the membrane skin moving over the surface of the CST. Also, depending on the output characteristics of the selected actuators, it may be preferable to have a mixture of crosssection geometries, with high and low mechanical advantage. Thus for an efficient cross-section geometry for a CST, a combination of strait line and round cross-sections may be preferable.
Composite Cross-section, Region I
In the previous subsections, a CST with a semicircular cross-section and a straight line cross-section were analyzed to see how various parameters affect the efficiency of the mechanism. As the efficiency and mechanical advantage depend on the slop angle at the location of the actuation ring, among other parameters, a CST with a combination of cross-sections can be utilized to increase the area of active region and to maximize the overall performance of the mechanism.
Analysis of a composite cross-sectional geometry is presented to observe how the changing of cross-section geometry changes the mechanical advantage and efficiency of the WSL mechanism over its range of motion along with the effect of the friction coefficient. The composite cross-sectional geometry of interest consists of a straight-line cross-section (or conical section: the segment of the cross section with a constant slope) with length l 2 , and two semicircular cross-sections (with radii r 1 and r 3 ) with a continuous transition between them, as shown in Figure 21 . section. These plots also show that the critical point where the useful work can be produced occurs earlier than with a semicircular cross-section, for a given friction coefficient under 1.
Thus by combining a strait cross-section with a round cross-section, we can increase the overall efficiency and mechanical advantage and also increase the area of the active region (the region where the actuating ring can produce output force). From these plots it can be seen that if the radius of either the first or third section (r 1 or r 3 ) is shortened the slope of that section of the plot increases, and it will reach a higher mechanical advantage and efficiency sooner. Shortening the length of the second section (l 2 )
only changes the total distance traveled, and has no effect on the overall efficiency or mechanical advantage. Again, this information will be useful in designing future CST WSL mechanisms to maximize the performance of the system.
Region II
As the force output for region II is based on the difference in tension between the actuating rings connected by a membrane segment, the mechanical advantage of rings in region II is calculated using F i from Equation 8 , and dividing by the average of the input forces of the two actuating rings:
Expanding this equation in terms of Equations 1, 7 and 8 results in the following equation: In this plot, instead of using the percent travel, mechanical advantage is plotted with respect to the slope angle of ring i, and each plot begins when ring i-1 leaves region I. As with region I, the maximum mechanical advantage occurs when the ring is closest to the tip, and the minimum occurs when the ring is closest to the inside of the body. From this plot it can be seen that as the spacing between the rings increases, the overall mechanical advantage increases. This is because the larger ring spacing increases the angle between the rings, which increases the difference in tension betweens rings i and i-1.
As with modes 1 and 2 (shown in Figure 15 ), Equations 4-8 are only valid if the ring of interest is a three force member. Therefore, we can only look at the round cross-section, as the forces for triangular or composite cross-sections will include a straight section, and will not form a valid force triangle. If a valid force triangle is not formed, the forces in the segment will be statically indeterminate, meaning that we would have to look at specifics of materials and actuators, which is beyond the scope of this research.
Region III and IV
Regions III and IV, the front expanding ring area, will have the same mechanical advantage and efficiency behavior as the rings in Regions I and II respectively. Again, it is important to note that since the actuator rings in this region are expanding, they will no longer be under tension, but under compression. Flexible actuators, such as ones that use electroactive polymers or shape memory alloys, could be problematic as they could buckle while under compression. The rings still need to expand in order to prevent interference with the motion over the body of the CST; however, it is unlikely that they will provide useful work to the system.
Analysis and Simulation for the CST Model System
Displacement Constraints of the Actuation Rings for the CST Model System
As each ring moves across the surface of the CST it will need to follow a set pattern. The pattern for a circular cross-section is shown in Figure 26 This information will be useful for design of a future controller based on the position and displacement of the individual ring actuators. A position based controller is often preferable to a force based controller, as position can be easily measured, while force often has to be inferred.
Input Tension Required for the Actuation Rings for the CST Model System
The CST model consists of multiple actuator rings, expanding and contracting over four distinct regions (as defined in Section 6.1). In order to find the output of the entire CST model system, the sum of the force output of each group of active rings must be determined. This will depend on the cross-sectional geometry of the CST, as well as the friction and force output characteristics of the actuators.
The output of the rings in regions I and III can be determined by calculating the force output for each of the rings (using Equations 2 and 3), and summing the results. The output of region II and IV will depend on the interaction between the rings. Again, regions III and IV will either not be active, as they will be operating in compression, or they will behave the same as regions I and II respectively.
In order to determine the required force input to produce a uniform force output, the required tension input for a unit force output has been plotted in Figure 27 . This is the inverse of the mechanical advantage. Figure 27 . Tension input required in region I, for a unit force output, frictionless.
From this figure it can be seen that in order for a single ring to provide a unit output, a ring just starting to move into region I will require a near infinite force input, as this is because all of the force will be acting in the direction normal to the motion of the skin. As the ring approaches the tip of the CST more of the force is acting in the direction of the skin. A similar pattern can be seen when plotting the required tension input for a pair of rings in region II in In order to control the expanding and contacting ring actuators, thought must be given to controlling both the force, and the position of each ring. For example, in this analysis it has been assumed that all of the skin segments connecting the active rings are in tension. If a skin segment were to be in compression the leading rings would be providing no useful force input (if the skin were flexible, and folded) or could be opposing the motion (if the skin were rigid). So ring actuators must follow a position profile as well as a force profile to ensure that all active rings are providing useful force output. A great deal will depend on the characteristics of the actuators and the skin, which is a subject for further research.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The purpose of this research was to investigate a new, fundamental locomotion mechanism based on the motility of monopodial, single-celled organisms, like amoebas. In order to do this the theories of amoeboid motility were studied, and from these the different models for Whole Skin Locomotion were developed. These models are the rear contracting Concentric Solid Tube (CST), the front expanding CST, the wave CST, and the Fluid Filled Toroid (FFT).
While these models behave in a similar way to the cytoplasmic streaming in amoebas they are not the same. We are not looking to mimic the amoeba, merely using it for inspiration.
Feasibility experiments were performed using the FFT model. The first experiment was carried out using a pre-tensioned elastic skin, and the second experiment used contracting tension cords. These experiments showed that WSL mechanism is feasible, and with a continuously contracting rear surface it will be able to move continuously.
The CST model was studied in depth, looking at the mechanics of expanding and contracting actuating rings over different regions of the body, and looking at the mechanical advantage and efficiency of different cross-section geometries. From this it was found that the most efficient geometry would be a square cross-section. However, this may not always be the best actuation geometry, as it also has a high mechanical advantage and therefore a short stroke length.
The goal of this research was not to design a Whole Skin Locomotion (WSL) robot, but to develop the mechanics of one of the possible WSL mechanisms, the Concentric Solid Tube (CST) model and its variations. In order to design and build a CST based robot further research must be done on actuators that are capable of acting as expanding and/or contracting rings.
Research will also need to be done into skin materials, for the CST analysis it was assumed that the segments connecting the rings were rigid. The advantages and disadvantages of an elastic skin should also be studied. Future work will also include the analysis of the FFT model, which hold great promise, and behave in a unique way.
Whole Skin Locomotion is an entirely new way for robots to move, inspired by the way an amoeba moves. While much work remains before true working prototypes can be built, this
